A robust and non-invertible fingerprint template for fingerprint matching system.
Fingerprint Recognition System is widely deployed in variety of application domain, ranging from forensic to mobile phones. Its widespread deployment in various applications were person authentication are required, has caused concern that a leaked fingerprint template may be used to reconstruct the original fingerprint and the reconstructed fingerprint can be used to circumvent all the applications the person is enrolled. In this paper, a non-invertible fingerprint template that stores only the relative geometric information about the minutiae points is proposed. The spatial location of the minutiae points in original fingerprint and its orientations are not available in the proposed template which makes it impossible to estimate the orientation of fingerprint from the template. The proposed template is invariant to rotation, translation and distortion and immune to reconstruction algorithm. The proposed system is experimented using standard FVC2000 database and yields better results in terms of EER and FMR as compared with latest techniques.